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This article presents issues which the Office for National Statistics

will consider with regard to the introduction of chain-linked

estimates of real growth in the national accounts of the United

Kingdom.

The paper begins by setting out some fundamental properties of

the index numbers conventionally used in the national accounts.

A superlative index is then described - the Fisher Ideal Index,

together with the economic justification for using it. Annual chain-

linking is described, and a hypothetical example given which

illustrates the kinds of effects annual chain-linking and using a

Fisher as opposed to a base-weight index can have on estimates

of real growth. Some of the major benefits and drawbacks from

introducing chain-linked estimates of growth are set out, and finally

UK plans to further investigate the key issues are described.

Index numbers in the National Accounts

The system of national accounts provides a framework for

recording economic transactions within which an integrated set of

price and volume measures can be compiled which are

conceptually consistent, and analytically useful.

For an individual good or service recorded as part of an economic

transaction, there is a fundamental identity:

the value of a flow of an individual product is equal to the price per

unit multiplied by the number of units of that product.

              Value = price x quantity          ( v = p . q )

Estimates of growth in components of GDP can be split into two

stages - estimation of the current price values in different periods,

and then separation of the changes in current prices into two

separate effects - a price change, and a quantity change.

Values are expressed in a common unit of currency, and are

additive across different products, in a way which has direct

economic significance. So for example it is sensible to talk about

the total value of a harvest, equal to the sum of the values of an

apple harvest and an orange harvest. It is not sensible to talk

about the average price of the harvested fruit by adding the price

of apples to the price of oranges and dividing by two. Similarly, it

is of limited economic interest to add together the numbers of

apples and oranges harvested and call the growth in this number

the volume growth of the harvest.

For example, a 10% increase in expenditure on oranges could

result from

(1) a 10% increase in the price of an orange, with no change

to the quantities sold

(2) a 10% increase in quantity sold, with no increase in price

(3) some combination of change in price and quantity which

results in an overall change of 10% in the value in current

prices.

Measuring the change in aggregate value is conceptually

straightforward, but partitioning the change into a price change

and a quantity change is not. This is because aggregate price

change, and aggregate quantity change, can not be observed

directly in economic terms. Instead, aggregate price and quantity

changes must be calculated, and the calculation method is

determined by economic theory and analytical requirements.

How should we measure the change in harvest in real terms?

One way is to combine the quantity growth of each product in a

manner which reflects the relative importance of each product. In

this example, the most straightforward measure of relative

economic importance is the total value of the output of each

product. This then raises the question of which of the two periods

being compared we should use to determine the relative

importance - ie which of the periods should we use to provide the

value of the outputs.

We could chose the first period, and express growth into later

periods by combining the individual volume growths through a

weighted average using the first period values as weights. This

would create a time series of Laspeyres indices. If we denote the

base period by the subscript 0, and the later period by the subscript

t, and the summation ∑ represents summing over the various

product types that make up the economy, then the algebraic form

is as follows:
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Expressing the algebraic forms of the equations above in words,

the equivalence of the following statements has been

demonstrated:

(1) a series of Laspeyres indices created by weighting

together according to their relative base year values,

indicators of volume growth of individual products

(2) valuing the quantities occurring at time t by the prices

observed in the base year 0, relative to the base year

value obtained using base year prices to value base

year quantities

(3) a series of estimates at constant prices divided

throughout by the base year value.

The process in (3) of dividing the current value by the ratio of

current price to base year price is known as deflation - stripping

out the price increase effect from a value series.

Estimating growth in real terms ideally requires full information

about all goods, but this is not available in practice. However, an

index can be constructed using partial information together with

reasonable assumptions about growth and representativeness.

There is rarely a unique price available for each of the products

involved in the calculation of the Laspeyres series according to

the form of expression (3), and so a price index has to be calculated

to allow the process of deflation to take place. One particular price

index which proves to have desirable properties when compiling

Laspeyres volume indices, is the Paasche index.

A Paasche index can be interpreted as the reciprocal of a backward

looking Laspeyres index. In other words, the reciprocal of a

Laspeyres price index for the period 0 which uses the period t as

the base period:
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Inverting this price index to give a price index which shows growth

into the current year, we get the Paasche index form for prices:
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Because of our definition, it follows that multiplying the Laspeyres

volume index by the Paasche price index gives
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So at the aggregate index level, V = P x Q, which demonstrates

that at an aggregate product level,  Laspeyres volume indices are

equivalent to value indices deflated by Paasche price indices.

We could carry out an identical calculation to the one described in

establishing the Laspeyres volume index of equation (3) above,

but using the second period weights, rather than the base year

weights, as representative of the relative importance of the

products. This has led to various proposals for “averaging” the

weights to give a compromise.

A full description of the relationship between Laspeyres and

Paasche indices is given in the new edition of the SNA (UN 1993),

in Chapter 16, section 3. Largely quoting from that section, the

economic theory underlying the approach to index numbers will

now be briefly set out.

Assuming that consumers’ expenditures are related to an

underlying utility function, a cost of living index can be defined

between two states of the economy with associated sets of

quantities and prices. It is defined as the ratio of the minimum

expenditures required to enable a consumer to attain the same

level of utility under the two sets of prices. The index growth

represents the amount by which money income of a consumer

needs to change in order to leave the consumer as well off as

before the price changes occurred. This amount depends not only

on the consumers’ preferences, or indifference map, but also on

the initial levels of income and expenditure of the consumer.

Given this postulated theoretic index, it can be shown that the

Laspeyres index provides an upper bound to the theoretic index.

Suppose consumers’ income were to be increased by the same
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proportion as the Laspeyres index. It follows that the consumer

would be able to purchase the same quantities as in the base

period, and therefore be at least as well off as in the base period.

However, by substituting products that have become relatively

less expensive, replacing ones that have become relatively more

expensive, the consumer should be able to obtain a higher level

of utility. This substitution will set up a negative correlation between

the price and quantity relatives. As the consumer can therefore

attain a higher level of utility, the Laspeyres index must exceed

the theoretic index.

Similar reasoning can be used to show that the Paasche index

provides a lower bound to the theoretic index.

In order to specify exactly the theoretic index, it is necessary to

make two further assumptions:

(1) the preferences of the consumer are homothetic - ie each

indifference curve is a uniform enlargement or contraction of the

other indifference curves for other income and expenditure levels,

(2) the precise form of the indifference curves is specified by

adopting a utility function that is a homogeneous quadratic function.

It can then be shown that the underlying theoretic index is equal

to Fisher’s Ideal Index.

The USA has adopted this form of index for its volume growth

measures: the Fisher Ideal index number (F). It is defined as the

geometric mean of the Laspeyres and Paasche volume indices.

so F = SQRT{ L
q
 . P

q
 }

The Fisher index has a property known as “time reversal” -  if all

the price and quantity changes that occurred between period 0

and t are subsequently reversed to occur between t and a later

period n, then the chain Fisher linking period 0 through t to n

returns to unity, unlike the Laspeyres index.

The Fisher Ideal Index also has a number of drawbacks in practice,

and they are set out in the SNA93 ( UN, 1993) and are listed here:

(1) The Fisher index requires a lot of data as both Paasche

and Laspeyres indices have to be compiled

(2) The Fisher index is not as easy to understand as the

Paasche or Laspeyres indices, which can be interpeted

as measuring the change in a specified basket of goods

and services

(3) The particular preference function for which the Fisher

index provides the exact measure of the underlying

theoretic index is only a special case

(4) The Fisher index is not additively constant - it cannot be

used to create an additive set of constant price estimates.

Annual chain-linking

When considering growth over several periods, rather than just

two, there are two ways of decomposing the value change between

the reference period and a subsequent period. One possibility is

to apply the index formula to the total length of the periods, with

the reference period as the base period. Alternatively, the formula

may be applied to each period separately, using the previous period

as the base. The change between the reference period and any

subsequent period can then be calculated by multiplying the

indices together that form the links in the chain. This is known as

linking, and the resulting index is called a chain index.

The choice between the direct application of index number formula

across a whole period, and chaining across the intervening periods

to measure growth, is entirely different from the choice between

the various index number formulae. The choice of the most

appropriate index number formula reflects the way in which

simultaneous changes in values, quantities and prices should be

aggregated. The choice between the direct application of index

number formulae and the chain-linking approach reflects the

question of how consecutive changes should be treated to form a

time series.

In the  simple example shown, chaining the Laspeyres has reduced

the base weighted measure of growth between the base period

and the second period from 182.9 to 177.3. Using the Fisher Ideal

index has reduced the measure of growth between the base period

and the second period to 164.9. Chaining the Fisher index in fact

causes this estimate of growth to rise slightly, to 168.3, although

this is still well below the chained Laspeyres estimate.

Because this is a hypothetical and much simplified example, no

conclusions can be drawn from the relative effects of chaining

and using a superlative index such as the Fisher Ideal, as

demonstrated by these figures. The example was chosen in an

area where the choice of index number form and annual chain-

linking would be expected to have a dramatic effect on the

measures of growth. Most sectors of the economy do not exhibit

structural changes of this order, and so the effect on aggregate

measures will be on a much smaller scale.
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Example

Consider three different time periods in which we have perfect
information on the value, price and quantities of two types of
computer sold in a market. In order to copy observed effects in the
computer market recently, a typical leading edge personal computer
(PC) has been chosen as one product, typified by increasing volume
and decreasing price. The other product (mini) is a slower moving
computer industry product which has much less volume growth, and
a more stable price.

The data is set out in the panels below.

Measuring the growth from year 1 to year 2, using the weights of
year 1, gives

       L12 = { 600 . (40/30) + 125 . (4/5) } / 725
= { 800 + 100 } / 725
=  124.1

To calculate the chain-linked L02, we must multiply the growths in
the respective yearly links. So

       L(chain)02 = ( 142.9*124.1 ) = 177.3

The equivalent constant price estimate is obtained by multiplying
by the base year value

       KP(chain)02 = 177.3 * £700 = £1,241.1

Note that the chain-linked estimate of aggregate volume in the
second period is not the sum of the components, which are PCs =
£1,200 and Mini’s = £80.

This feature of non-additivity for chain-linked estimates only applies
at the aggregate level. At the level of homogeneous product of PCs
and Mini’s respectively, there is no problem of aggregation in terms
of prices or quantities, and so there exists a unique measure for
quantity and volume growth between periods for each of the products
: index choice and chaining do not come into play.

Calculating a Fisher index, we must calculate the Paasche volume
index

P01 = 725 / ( 600.(20/30) + (125.(5/5))
= 725 / ( 400 + 125 )
=   138.1

F01 = SQRT(L01.P01) = SQRT(142.9*138.1)
= 140.5

P12 = 520 / ( 400.(30/40) + 120.(5/4) )
= 520 / ( 300 + 150 )
=   115.6

F12 = SQRT(124.1*115.6) = 119.8
So F02 chained = F01.F12 = 168.3.

In order to calculate an unchained Fisher index for growth over the
period from the base to the second year, we must calculate

P02 = 520 / ( 400.(20/40) + 120.(5/4) )
= 520 / ( 200 + 150 )
=   148.6

F02 = SQRT(L02*P02) = SQRT(182.9*148.6)
=   164.9

Unchained --------- chained-------------

PCs p q v KP(0)

year 0 30 20 600 600

year 1 20 30 600 900

year 2 10 40 400 1,200

Mini’s p q v KP(0)

year 0 20 5 100 100

year 1 25 5 125 100

year 2 30 4 120 80

The Laspeyres volume index for computers as a whole can be
calculated in this situation of complete information by simply weighting
together the volume growths according to the base year value
weights.

So L01 = { 600 . (30/20) + 100 . ( 5/5) } / 700
=  ( 900 + 100 ) / 700
= 142.9

L02 = { 600 . ( 40/20 ) + 100 . (4/5) } / 700
=  { 1,200 + 80 } / 700
= 182.9

Alternatively, we can arrive at the same results by deflating the current
price value by the appropriate Paasche price deflator. These are
given by

P01 = 725 / { 30 . 30 + 20 . 5 } = 725 / 1,000
= 72.5

and so the constant price measure of computers in period 1 is given
by

KP01 = 725 / (72.5/100) = 1,000, and so
L01 = 1,000 / 700 = 142.9 as before.

Note that for PC’s KP01 = 30 . 30 = 900
for Mini’s, KP01 = 20 . 5 = 100
Total spending = 1,000

This demonstrates that the volume measures estimated over the
whole time period exhibit the property of additivity ie component
products at constant prices add up to the aggregate measure.

All Values Laspeyres Fisher Laspeyres Fisher
Comp’s

Year  0 700 100 100 100 100

Year  1 725 142.9 140.5 142.9 140.5

Year  2 520 182.9 164.9 177.3 168.3
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corrected before they distort the growth message

significantly.

To conform with international practice, the base year is taken as

years ending in 5 or zero, so that the latest base year for the UK

national accounts is 1990, and we will move to 1995 in the year

1998.

It is the intention of the UK to move onto the new European System

of Accounts ( ESA95 ) in 1998. This system is consistent with the

United Nations System of National Accounts ( SNA93 ). In the

SNA93, it is recommended that countries move to a chain-linked

set of estimates of volume growth, with the weights used being

updated annually rather than every five years. This is because

dramatic shifts in relative prices and weights can cause base-

weighted indices to grossly misrepresent current volume growth.

An example occurred in the UK accounts in the nineteen eighties.

In 1985, value added by the activity of oil and gas extraction

represented 6.2% of GDP. In 1986, the price of oil almost halved

and the sector’s contribution to GDP fell to 2.8% in 1986, and to

1.7% in 1990. Under the existing methods, the 1985 weight of

6.2% would have been used for all GDP estimation until rebasing

on the year 1990, which occurred in 1993. This meant that

movements in the volume of oil output in years after 1985 would

have been given more weight than would have been implied by

the sector’s contribution to GDP in the current year. In practice

steps were taken to alter the weights so that a more representative

structure was used in estimating growth after 1986. However, there

were still significant revisions to growth rates when the accounts

were rebased onto 1990. These problems would have been

resolved in a more satisfactory manner if annual chain-linking had

been in use.

Chain-linking requires knowledge of more up-to-date price

structures, and this can cause its own problems of revisions and

resource constraints. The UK Producer Price Index (PPI) has

traditionally been a base-weighted price index, but the UK plans

to move to a chain-linked version, updating the base annually to a

more representative structure of the economy.

Experience abroad

Chain-linked estimates of output growth have been introduced

recently in the United States of America. This has attracted media

attention in that the estimates of growth from the chain-linked index

of output are different from the traditional base-weighted measure.

UK Practice

Current UK practice is to measure changes in the volume of Gross

Domestic Product (GDP) and its components on the output side

as a series of base-weighted (Laspeyres) indices.  On the

expenditure side, changes in volume are represented by values

expressed “at constant prices” - the prices of a base-year.

(Expressing these constant price values as percentages of the

corresponding base-year figures would also result in Laspeyres

indices.)

These measures are compiled over a period, with reference to a

given base year, 1990 for example.  The base year is moved

forwards every five years.  The figures for recent years are

recalculated by reference to the new base year.  But figures for

earlier years (using previous base-years) are linked on to the

current period.  This is, in effect, chain linking at five-year intervals.

With the passage of time within the five year base period range,

the weights of the base year become less representative of the

relative prices attaching to the various industries in the economy.

This can give rise to measured changes in volume which are not

representative of recent growth.

On the output side, indicators of changes in the volume of total

output are generally used as proxies for changes in the volume of

value added, defined as the difference between the volume of

outputs and the volume of inputs.  This procedure is based on the

assumption that the ratio of the volume of value added to outputs

(turnover) - the “net to gross ratio” - is assumed to remain constant

over time.  These output indicators are mostly obtained by deflating

current values of total output or turnover by suitable price indices.

On the expenditure side, current values of expenditure are similarly

deflated by suitable price indices.

Regular rebasing ensures that

(1) the importance of industries as represented by value added

is maintained in a timely manner

(2) price structures remain representative, in cases on the

expenditure side where no true current weights exist for

compiling price indices and base weights are used as a

proxy, and

(3) any changes in net:gross ratios assumed in compiling the

index of growth in GDP from the output approach, are
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Initial response from economic analysts was initially quite negative,

but more recent comments have been more positive.

The Netherlands also produces chain-linked estimates of volume

growth along-side the base weighted estimates of GDP. They

argue that estimating chain-linked measures of economic growth

can only be carried out with confidence within a timely annual

input-output framework. This allows a detailed reconciliation of

output, income and expenditure components of the economy at

current prices, and also allows volume growth from one period to

the next to be estimated within this framework so that consistency

of growth measures across product groups and industries can be

checked.

An important difference between the American and Dutch

approaches, is the form of the index used to represent real growth

between consecutive periods. The Dutch use a Laspeyres index,

using the structures of the first period to weight together the volume

growths into the second period. This has the advantage that the

second period estimates expressed in the prices of the first period

are additive, and so this facilitates the checking of consistency of

deflators in the measurement of volume growth over the period.

The USA approach does not involve the use of timely balances of

the economic accounts. They have opted for a superlative index

form in describing growth between two successive time periods.

A superlative index is a compromise between using the first period

weights to aggregate real volume growth, and second period

weights. The one they have chosen is the Fisher Ideal index, as

described earlier. American studies (Triplett, 1992, and Young,

1992) into areas likely to be most sensitive to the process of annual

chaining and index number form, have suggested that the form of

the index number can be more important in reducing measurement

bias, than the replacing of five year chaining intervals by annual.

The ONS will be carrying out a feasibility study using UK data to

further investigate this issue. The study will encompass sensitivity

tests using past data.

Chapter Sixteen of the new SNA (UN, 1993) has an authoritative

discussion of the merits of the index form, the advantages of chain-

linking, and recommends “best practice” for countries. The UK

plans are in line with the recommendations of that chapter.

Benefits and drawbacks of chain-linking

BENEFIT DRAWBACK

weighting represents requires timely

contemporary structures - information on

helps avoids substitution structures

bias - overstatement in

latter periods, under-

statement in previous

periods

avoids 5 yearly upheaval - loss of additivity of

no more dramatic changes constant price

in recent history estimates

makes the measurement of new to users

volume growth less

sensitive to choice of index

allows products to be well liable to revision of

matched between rebasing growth rates due

time periods - less to revision of

completely new products structures.

 to be handled

One particular aspect of chain-linking which may cause users

concern is that in general components of GDP expressed in

constant prices no longer exhibit the usual property of adding to

the chain-linked aggregate measure. So adding up components

of expenditure measured at constant prices using chain-linked

methods, will not give the equivalent chain-linked estimate of GDP

in total. This is no different from the situation for time series in the

present national accounts, for the periods preceding the link year

of a rebased period.

UK plans

The UK has as yet no firm plans on how and when to introduce

chain-linked estimates of growth into the accounts, and for public

release.
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We will investigate the feasibility of compiling chain-linked

estimates of volume growth in the accounts, with a view to

publishing provisional estimates in the Autumn of 1997. We will

examine the effect of using superlative indices as opposed to

simple Laspeyres style indices to measure volume growth. Only

after studying the results of the feasibility study will we be able to

say with confidence whether we can and should move over to

chain-linking as the prime method of estimating volume growth in

the UK accounts.

Issues which will be addressed in the feasibility study are

(1) Once we have chain-linked estimates, should we stop

publishing base-weighted estimates?

(2) Will the project reveal a significantly worse revisions record

for estimates of GDP, due to revising the structures

underlying the estimates of volume and price? If so, should

we still go for chain-linked estimates as more accurate

but more volatile than the traditional base-weighted

estimates?

(3) Should we choose simple or superlative index number

forms? If superlative, should we choose the Fisher form?

(4) Should we take such decisions unilaterally, or agree with

our European and international colleagues on the way

ahead? Given the expected bias correction, it seems wrong

that country GDP growth rates can only be compared if

the basis of the compilation method is known.

Comments on any aspect of this paper, including plans for the

future, will be very welcome.
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